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ABSTRACT
With the advancement of information technology, social networks have be-
come popular platforms for people to share and discuss their activities and
interests. The social network contents, the social buzz in these networks,
are a valuable source for us to learn about the world. Meanwhile, the de-
velopment of geotagging technology allows us to link such contents on these
virtual networks with real-world locations.
Taking advantage of the popularity of social networks and the geotagging
technology, in this project, we desire to map the world with social buzz. In
other words, we aim at building a map system enriched by social network
contents, which is beneficial to both individuals and businesses, as the area
profiles summarized from social buzz can help them to understand the areas
conveniently.
We build our system in three steps: collecting contents, training the model
and presenting the model. The core of our system is a tree-structure model
that summarizes social network contents for areas in different levels. In this
model, we profile each area’s popularity, topic and geographic information.
With this model, we develop a generative process to describe how a document
is composed. An estimation inference algorithm based on Gibbs sampling is
provided to learn an optimal tree model from a set of observed documents.
Evaluation results show that our system is effective.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The advancement and innovation in the field of information technology has
given rise to the prevalence of Internet and various social media websites.
These social media websites are gaining tremendous popularity in the recent
decade as they provide convenience, acting as a tool of communication for
people around the world to share and document their day to day lives. With
the rise of mobile technology and enhancement of network infrastructure, so-
cial media websites are also migrating to mobile apps in recent years, which
further expands their profound influence leveraging on the mobility and flex-
ibility that a computer was not previous able to achieve. As a result, mobile
apps or websites like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram attract millions of
active users every month, with people sharing their activities and discussing
their interests wherever they go. The articles, statuses or tweets users pub-
lish on these social network platforms contain a variety of information, which
present themselves as a great source to learn about topics related to human
behaviors and geography.
Thanks to the mobility of mobile device as well as the GPS positioning
function embedded in most of such devices, users are able to automatically
add location to the contents they are sharing on social networks. This has
given rise to a new technology called geotagging, which represents the process
of adding geographical identification to various social media contents such as
tweets, statuses, photos, videos or messages. Geotagging various contents on
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social networks, in congregate, establishes a database of enriched informa-
tion on how people behave in different locations and thus paves the way for
geographic-specific inquiries.
Geotagging can act as the bridge between the real world and the virtual
world built around social network platforms. One implication of such con-
nection is the creation of a digital map system enriched by social network
contents.
Such a map system is particularly beneficial to not only individuals but also
businesses. For example, by browsing through various area profiles derived
from geotagged social network contents, a tourist who is planning a travel can
learn about popular activities in different areas in his destination. A business
hoping to expand its market in a certain area could also take advantage of
the corresponding profile. With the profile it can easily understand the locals
lifestyles and interests, allowing it to better customize its marketing strategy.
To explore this idea, in this project we desire to build a map system that is
enriched by social network contents. We would like to utilize social network
contents to achieve six goals on the map.
1. To identify proper areas. An area is a continuous geographic region.
We define an area to be proper if all the locations in it share some
common characteristics. For example, the campus of the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is a proper area, as all the locations in
it have a common education theme.
2. To group similar and close areas together. In such a way, users can
learn about the structure of the geographic world easily.
3. To profile areas using social network contents. We would like to create
a summary for each area. For each area, with the documents people
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publish, we can summarize what people are doing and are interested
in there. Specifically, we build a topic for each area, recording what
words people are using frequently there. We also build a geographic
profile to describe the shape of the area and record the popularity of
that area. In this way users can conveniently know what each area is
about.
4. To allow users to zoom in and zoom out to see areas of different levels.
A user’s need is dynamic. When he zooms in and out on the map, the
level of areas he wants to learn about changes. For example, when the
user is looking at a county, showing areas of the city level is appropriate.
But when the user is looking at the whole world, showing areas of the
continent level is better. We would like to create different levels of
areas to accommodate users’ dynamic needs.
5. To show the common topic for each area that is applicable to the whole
area. When an area is shown with its topic on the map, a reader will
naturally assume that every location point in this area can be well
described using the topic.
6. To emphasize the difference between sibling areas. When a user is
looking at an area together with some other areas, he is more interested
in learning about the difference in their topics rather than the language
they share.
We follow three steps to build our map system.
1. Acquire social network contents that are geotagged from public datasets
or APIs of popular social networks.
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2. Train a model to describe locations, which is designed in this project,
using these contents.
3. Present our model on the map, showing the structure of the geographic
world as well as the summary for each areas in a proper way.
The core of this project is the model we use to describe location. We
present a tree structure model to achieve our goals. In our tree, we let each
node represent an area. We define an edge in the tree to be a containing
relationship, meaning that the child area is contained in the parent area.
While our tree model can be used to identify proper areas, group similar
and close areas, and profile areas, its hierarchical structure makes it capable
to satisfy users’ dynamic needs when zooming in and out, an ability that
those one-layer models can not obtain. We also arrange the topics in the tree
model so that the topic of each area represents a relative language profile.
In such a way, we can show the common topic for the whole area as well as
distinguish it from some other areas, specifically, its sibling areas.
We use the social contents people publish to train a good tree model. We
want a model that maximizes the observed documents on the social networks.
We present a process based on the Gibbs sampling estimation technique in
this paper to achieve this task.
We also conduct a number of experiments on our model with Twitter data
from the Chicago loop area. We analyze the results and show that our model
and algorithm are effective in modeling the geographic world using social
network contents.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We summarize the related
work in Chapter 2. Our location model is defined and described in detail
in Chapter 3. A generative process using our location model is proposed in
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Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we provide an approximate inference algorithm that
derives an optimal model based on observed data. We present how we utilize
our location model to build an enriched map system in Chapter 6. Chapter
7 discusses the experiments we conduct and our analysis on the results. We
conclude the paper in Chapter 8.
Parameter Meaning
T Our tree model.
W The vocabulary.
w, w′ A word.
L The number of levels.
l, l′ A level.
A, A′ An area.
lA The level of the area A.
NA The number of documents in the area A.
λ Chinese Restaurant Process’s smoothing parameter.
βA The topic profile of the area A.
βA,w The smoothed relative frequency of the word w in βA.
nA,w The raw count of the word w in the area A.
η Topic model’s smoothing parameter for word frequency.
oA The geographic profile of the area A.
µA The geographic center of the area A.
ΣA The smoothed geographic covariance matrix of the area A
κ Geographic model’s smoothing factor for covariance.
SA The raw geographic covariance matrix of the area A.
Σ∗l Geographic model’s smoothing covariance for the level l.
D The set of documents.
d A document.
n
(d)
l,w The count of the word w in the level l from the document d.
p(d) The location of the document d.
θ(d) The level distribution of the document d.
θ
(d)
l The weight of the level l of the document d.
α Topic model’s smoothing parameter for topic popularity.
C(d) The path assignment of the document d.
C
(d)
l The area of the level l in C
(d).
Figure 1.1: The summary of notations used in this paper.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Our framework aims to find out the hidden latent language topics for different
geographic areas on the map. This is very similar to the goal of a well
established technique in text mining. That is topic modeling. Below we
survey some basic topic models. In our setting, we mine the latent topics
from geotagged microblogs. Thus we also study techniques specifically for
microblogs and topic models with spatio-temporal variants. In addition, as
we use a hierarchical structure to model the geographic world, we explore
topic models with hierarchies.
2.1 Topic Models
Topic modeling is a popular and classic approach to derive information from
text. Specifically, by using statistical methodologies, topic models try to
discover the clusters of words in a corpus that have frequent co-occurrences,
which are considered as hidden structure of the corpus.
The most basic yet representative models include Latent semantic analysis
(LSA) [11], Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [8], and Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [3]. We will introduce them in detail in the next
several sections.
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2.1.1 Latent Semantic Analysis
Latent Semantic Analysis actually lies in the area of Natural Language Pro-
cessing and Information Retrieval, where it is often referred to as Latent Se-
mantic Indexing. Originally, the typical retrieval method for a large archive of
documents is achieved by lexical query matching. It is obvious that retrieving
documents with exact matching in terms could easily be problematic, since
there might exist synonymy, causing that the same meaning is expressed in
different ways, or polysemy, causing that a word has different meanings un-
der different language context. In such cases, lexical query matching works
poorly.
Therefore, Latent Semantic Analysis tries to solve the issues brought by
lexical query matching by creating vector-based thematic indices for doc-
ument retrieval. Under the assumption that terms that have close mean-
ings will occur together through documents, Latent Semantic Analysis uses
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to decompose the term-document ma-
trix of a corpus and find the low-rank approximation of the term-document
matrix. The low-rank approximation can eliminate noise and capture the
co-occurrence patterns of terms in a document. The thematic similarity
structure hidden under the corpus is thus acquired.
Steps of performing SVD and low-rank approximation is shown above in
Figure 2.1. As we can observe from the graph, the columns of the result
term-document matrix can be used to compute cosine similarity for document
retrieval and capture the themes of each document.
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Figure 2.1: Demo of SVD and low-rank approximation for Latent Semantic
Analysis
2.1.2 Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
Efficient as Latent Semantic Analysis is to discover hidden semantic struc-
tures of documents, LSA still lacks the interpretation of the result matrix.
That is because LSA is not a probabilistic model of term occurrences.
Therefore, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA), whose main
goal is the same as LSA’s, is developed using a probabilistic framework to
reveal the hidden semantic structure of a corpus. Probabilistic Latent Seman-
tic Analysis makes important assumptions. First, a document is represented
as a bag-of-words model (BOW), where the order of words does not matter
and the word appearances are independent. Under the BOW assumption, the
joint distribution of words can be easily calculated. Second, pLSA dictates
that words and documents are conditionally independent given the latent
topics. Under this assumption, we can construct the mixture model and
estimate it using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. We can
finally obtain the word distributions for topics and the topic distributions
for documents.
The generative process of a document in the pLSA framework is:
1. Select a document d with probability P (d).
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Figure 2.2: The general structure of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis.
2. For each word wi in the document d:
(a) Pick a topic zi from a multinomial distribution conditioned on the
given document d, (P (z|d)).
(b) Pick a word wi from a multinomial distribution conditioned on
the topic zi, (P (wi|zi)).
Figure 2.3: The plate notation of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis.
As we can see that Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis is more theo-
retically principled than Latent Semantic Analysis due to its sound statisti-
cal foundation. As a result, pLSA is popular as a method of unsupervised
learning not only in information retrieval but also in other computer science
fields. For example, pLSA has been widely used in the computer vision field
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for many applications including object categorization, feature detection and
representation, and image classification, etc.
2.1.3 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Although pLSA addresses the major problems of LSA including a lack of the-
oretical justification and the ability to capture polysemy, it faces a significant
overfitting problem incurred by the increasing number of estimation parame-
ters. In addition, pLSA is not considered as a proper generative model since
it cannot generate new documents. Latent Dirichlet allocation, on the other
hand, adds a Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distribution, aim-
ing to be a proper generative model for new documents and also avoid the
overfitting problem.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a statistical model for capturing the
hidden thematic structure in a corpus and simulating the process of generat-
ing the document in the corpus. It is very popular in many fields of computer
science and the research in LDA is very active. Unlike pLSA, LDA is a gen-
uine generative model, which means that it can mimic the writing process of
a document with hidden variables.
As a matter of fact, Latent Dirichlet Allocation can be very easily described
with its generative process. We will define that a topic is a distribution over a
fixed vocabulary. LDA assume the topics are already generated with hidden
variables before generating a document. Then the generative process of LDA
is shown below.
1. Choose the word distribution φk ∼ Dir(β) for each topic k. Dir(β) is
the Dirichlet distribution with the variable β.
2. For each document d:
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(a) Choose the topic distribution θd ∼ Dir(α) for each topic k.
(b) For each word w:
i. Pick a topic z ∼Multinomial(θd).
ii. Pick a word w ∼Multinomial(φz)
Figure 2.4: The plate notation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation.
As we can see that LDA is a simple, elegant, and powerful probabilistic
graphical model which can be used as a base model or module for developing
more complicated models for different kinds of purposes. LDA has indeed
been extended and adapted in many fields and in many ways. And in our
work we extend the vanilla LDA with hierarchies and geographical variants.
2.1.4 Summary of Vanilla Topic Models
LSA applies singular value decomposition on the term-document matrix to
find a low-rank approximation to the occurrence matrix. pLSA evolves from
LSA by adding a statistical view on top of it. LDA further adds an elegant
integration of Dirichlet priors on pLSA and makes it a more natural gener-
ative model. Despite the mathematical elegance of the classic topic models,
researchers often need to build more complex topic models to solve problems
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in different scenarios. In our case, we want to extend LDA to work on tweets
with geographical information.
2.2 Topic Models on Microblogs
Hong et al. [9] conduct an empirical study in topic modeling on tweets.
They do a number of experiments with LDA and author-topic models [16]
and show that aggregating short texts can be effective in topic modeling
in Twitter. Specifically, in the experiments they show that topic models
learned from aggregated tweets by the same user may lead to better qualita-
tive performance than basic LDA. In addition, they use topic model features
for classification problems and show that the features can improve accuracy
of message prediction problems and user-message classification problems in
general. Aggregating tweets of the same user has been standard baseline of
topic modeling on microblogs in many work.
Classifying instead of clustering tweets has drawn many attention from
the academia too. Ramage et al. [14] propose a scalable implementation
of a supervised topic model relying on hashtags called Labeled LDA. They
label tweets with four different dimensions and in the generative process
the model will generate a label in one of the four dimensions for the tweet.
The Labeled LDA has been developed into different applications including
tweet-content characterizing, ranking and recommendation tasks. Labeled
LDA has inspired us to consider generating a location for the tweets in the
generative process.
However, one important challenge in topic modeling on tweets is that
tweets are short, which will likely raise sparsity problems. Mehrotra et al.
[12] and Yan et al. citeYan:2013:BTM:2488388.2488514 aim to alleviate the
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sparsity problems by using pooling schemes and word co-occurrence pat-
terns, respectively. The pooling scheme is basically to merge related tweets
together, aggregating them as a single document, and feeding the aggregated
documents to the LDA model as a new corpus. In the paper, Mehrotra et
al. pool the tweets with four different schemes, which are author-based, tem-
poral, burst-wise, and hashtag pooling. And they show that hashtag-based
pooling outperforms other pooling schemes. Yan et al., on the other hand,
propose a novel way to utilize the word co-occurrence patterns in tweets.
They develop a bi-term topic model, which models the co-occurrences of two
pairs of words in documents. By doing so, they abandon the original doc-
uments and generate bi-term documents. With extensive experiments, they
have proved that the bi-term topic model beats LDA for finding the topics
in short texts. Zhao et al. [21] also present TwitterLDA built on top of the
author-topic model, assuming that a single tweet only contains one topic.
This is a strong assumption. It indeed helps alleviate the sparsity problem in
short tweets. However, the assumption is too strong that TwitterLDA may
lose the ability to capture different topics in one single tweet.
2.3 Topic Models with Spatio-Temporal Variants
Mei et al. [13] study the spatio-temporal theme on weblogs. It takes an
approach similar to pLSA to draw a topic from background topics or pre-
determined spatio-temporal dependent topics. As a result, Mei’s approach
requires predefined locations. In Mei’s model, they discover spatio-temporal
theme patterns by extracting common themes from weblogs with pure texts.
They then generate theme life cycles for each location and generate theme
snapshots for given time periods. A theme life cycle is the temporal dis-
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tributions of themes and a snapshot is the spatial distributions of themes.
Therefore by analyzing theme life cycles and theme snapshots, people could
see the evolution patterns of texts with spatio-temporal stamps.
Sizov et al. [17] study multi-modal LDA for social media by combining text
features with GPS coordinates. Sizov assume each region is a 2D Gaussian
distribution and contains a single topic. Basically they add a tag assignment
to the process of generating documents on top of LDA. But in this time,
instead of assigning a hashtag or a simple label, they assign a GPS value to
each text. They use a Poisson distribution for drawing a location tag.
Wang et al. [18] propose a similar probabilistic graphical model called
Location Aware Topic Model (LATM) to model the relationships between
words and pre-labeled locations instead of using GPS coordinates. It is worth
noting that Wang et al. assume that the location label is on the vocabulary
level instead of document level, i.e. each word in the vocabulary is associated
with a location label. Although their assumption is counter-intuitive, they
provide a different view on the generative process of geotagged texts.
Hao et al. [7] further introduce the concept of background topics to Wang’s
LATM. In [15] and [19], both of the authors use supervised approaches to
assign documents to a location by considering the world as a matrix of grids.
These three models, while being effective in their own way, are too compli-
cated in our problem setting. Therefore, we do not introduce them in detail.
Interested readers can search their papers for reference.
Eisenstein et al. [5] present a model that not only reveals themes of words
with high regional affinity but also discovers geographically coherent regions
by exploring the relationship between language and location in each docu-
ment. The model assumes that both regions and topics will determine a
word within a document, which is very intuitive in the generative process of
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tweets. They test their model against previous mentioned models that do
not model the interactions of language and location variations, and prove
that their model outperforms them.
Yin et al. [20] propose a Latent Geographical Topic Analysis model, which
separates the process of generating region and tweets. They assume topics are
generated from regions instead of documents and the words in each region are
drawn from a mixture of a background language model and the region-based
topic and word distributions. This is slightly different from the previous
model, and they also show effectiveness in discovering geographical topics.
Hong et al. [10] integrate a author-topic model into the geographical topic
models. They assume that users in Twitter tend to appear in a handful
geographical locations or even one location during the life cycle. The model
is rather complicated than the previous two mentioned above. But by adding
a sparse additive model and using a sparse coding technique, they show that
the model outperforms the state-of-the-art location prediction algorithms for
tweets. And they also show many different application scenarios of their
model.
2.4 Topic Models with Hierarchies
On the other hand, hierarchical modeling gains popularity in many tasks due
to its ability to separately estimate the effects of a single predictor and its
group-level mean, which provides contextual information about the predictor
[6]. Therefore, hierarchical Bayesian models provide a natural approach to
inference geographical data. Consequently, we surveyed Blei et al. [4] about
hierarchical topic models. Referred as hLDA, hierarchical topic models are
developed by generating priors for distribution partitions via a stochastic
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process called nested Chinese restaurant process. It is a nonparametric prior
that allows large branching factors in a tree-based manner. As a result of
utilizing the prior, we can extent latent Dirichlet allocation into building a
hierarchical variant topic model. Using this model, we can discover topic
hierarchies in the corpus, which inspires us as the way it models the topics
is very similar to the way we model the geographic world.
Ahmed et al. [2] and Ahmed et al. [1] utilize the fact that, in hierarchical
topic models, parent nodes can be used to enforce the similarities between
children nodes, to conduct geographical topic discovery in Twitter. Both
models are created based on the inspiration of hLDA, specifically the nested
Chinese restaurant process. They have shown that hierarchical topic models
can be used effectively to model geographic location points, leading to a high
location prediction accuracy for tweets that are not geotagged.
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CHAPTER 3
HIERARCHICAL GEOGRAPHIC TOPIC
MODEL
3.1 Tree-Structure Model
We use a tree structure, denoted by T to model the locations. Each node A
in the tree represents an area. In the discussion below, we use the term node
and area interchangeably. The root area covers all our points of interest. An
edge in the tree indicates a containing relationship. That is, the child area
is contained in the parent area.
By training our tree model, we aim at identifying proper areas, construct-
ing profiles for them, and grouping them properly.
This tree is a proper representation of the real geographic world, as the
world is naturally hierarchical. For example, the earth contains seven con-
tinents, where each continent contains various countries. We can also take
Champaign as an example. Champaign contains several child areas, for ex-
ample, the downtown and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
campus. The university campus contains the south campus and the north
campus, which focuses more on engineering study. The north campus con-
tains multiple buildings. Each of these buildings has a unique subject to
focus. The Thomas Siebel Center for Computer Science and the Electrical
and Computer Engineering Building are two of them.
Meanwhile, this hierarchical structure helps us to satisfy users’ dynamic
needs when they are zooming in and out on the map. We can show areas of
17
Figure 3.1: A possible way to represent the world in a hierarchical way.
The root area is Champaign. Two districts in Champaign are its downtown
area and the campus of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The
university campus can be divided into a north part and a south part. In the
north part of the campus, there are buildings each has a unique focus. Two
of these buildings are the electrical engineering building and the computer
science center.
different levels based on the users zooming behavior on the map. This is an
advantage of our model over those one-level models.
We use L to represent the number of levels in the tree. And each area A
can be associated with a level lA in the tree. The root area has a level of 1.
In our tree, all leaf areas have the same level L.
Each area in the tree has a profile. The profile consists of three pieces
of information, the Chinese Restaurant Process profile, the topic profile and
the geographic profile. Below we present each of them in detail.
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3.2 Chinese Restaurant Process Profile
The Chinese Restaurant Process profile of an area records the number of
documents in that area. This information enables us to use the Chinese
Restaurant Process to calculate how likely each child area of a given area is
selected, based on popularity.
The Chinese Restaurant Process imagines a scenario where customers are
visiting a restaurant with an infinite number of tables. Initially, all tables
are empty, as no customer has come yet. Then one by one, each customer
chooses one table to sit at. He can pick a table that is already chosen by some
previous customers. The probability of selecting such a table is dependent on
the popularity of this table. He can also select a new table, with a probability
based on an imaginary popularity number.
Mathematically, the probabilities of these different selections are
P (select a previously chosen table i) =
Ni∑
i′ Ni′ + λ
P (select a new table) =
λ∑
i′ Ni′ + λ
Above, Ni denotes the current number of customers at table i. And i
′
denotes any table previously chosen and
∑
i′ Ni′ denotes the current number
of customers in the whole restaurant. The parameter of this process, λ,
controls how likely a new table is selected. It can be considered as the
imaginary number of customers that will come to that new table in the
future.
In our tree model, each document can be seen as a customer. The process
of selecting an existing child area or generating a new child area can be inter-
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preted as picking a table in a restaurant described in the Chinese Restaurant
Process. Thus we can get the Chinese Restaurant Process probability Pcrp
of selecting an existing child or generating a new child A′ from an area A as
Pcrp(A
′|A) =

NA′
NA+λ
A′ is an existing child of A
λ
NA+λ
A′ is a new child of A
Above, we interpret NA′ as the number of documents in the area A
′ if it
exists as a child of the area A and λ is the parameter for the process. NA
is the number of documents in A, the parent of the candidates, representing
the number of documents in the whole parent area of A′.
3.3 Topic Profile
The topic profile of an area records the topic of the area. It counts how
many times each word is assigned to that area. In our tree model, the topic
profile of each area should have two important characteristics. As described
in the Introduction section, for each area, the topic profile should show the
common topic applicable to the whole area. And we should emphasize the
difference between sibling areas in their topic profiles.
As can be inferred from the two characteristics discussed above, for each
area, we should describe the language it shares with its siblings in its parent
area and describe the language used only in some part of it in its correspond-
ing child areas. We should only describe the language unique to that of its
siblings and commonly used by all its child areas in the topic profile of that
area.
As we construct the topic profiles in our tree model in such a way, the
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topic profile of an area no longer fully illustrates the area. It is a relative
language profile. To get the full language profile, the language that fully
presents the area, the relative language profiles, the topic profiles, of all its
ancestors should be added to its own topic profile. In this way, we guarantee
the similarity between two sibling areas, as in their full profiles they share the
language relatively profiled in their ancestor areas. This is a characteristic we
should enforce and it is an advantage of our tree model. Two areas that are
close to each other, or more specifically reside in the same larger functional
area, should be similar to some extent. For example, in a university, although
each building may focus on its own unique subject, they all have a common
focus, education. Using our way of constructing the full language profiles,
we can ensure that close areas share attributes and the closer they are the
more they have in common.
We can construct the topic profile of the area A, βA, by calculating the
topic model probability Ptm of generating a word w as
βA,w = Ptm(w|A) = nA,w + η∑
w′∈W nA,w′ + |W |η
Above, nA,w and nA,w′ represent the count of word w and word w
′ re-
spectively in the topic profile of the area A. The probability calculated is a
smoothed relative frequency. We use the additive smoothing technique here,
where η is the smoothing parameter. W represents the vocabulary and |W |
is then the size of the vocabulary.
Based on the above probability in generating each word, we can calculate
the topic model probability to generate a set of words one by one from an
area. Let n′A denote the numbers of words that we want to generate from
the area A, where n′A,w denote the number of the word w, in the target set.
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Figure 3.2: We store the relative language profile as the topic profile for
each node. The topic profile stores the language that is common in the
whole area and unique compared to the sibling areas. This figure shows an
example of our tree with some topic profiles shown. The whole UIUC
campus is about education. Different parts of it have different focuses. The
north campus focuses on engineering in addition to the education theme.
Likewise, the CS Center in the north campus focuses on computer in
addition to the themes of education and engineering. The full profile of the
CS Center is constructed by combining the themes of UIUC campus, north
campus and CS center, which are education, engineering and computer.
The probability of the set becomes
Ptm(W,n
′
A|A) =
∏
w∈W Γ(n
′
A,w + nA,w + η)∏
w∈W Γ(nA,w + η)
×
Γ(
∑
w∈W nA,w + |W |η)
Γ(
∑
w∈W n
′
A,w +
∑
w∈W nA,w + |W |η)
Above, Γ represents the gamma function Γ(x) = (x−1)!. The above proba-
bility is calculated by multiplying the probabilities of generating
∑
w∈W n
′
A,w
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words. After generating each word, βA,w changes as the generated word is
added into the topic profile of A. During the generation, the number of words
in the whole topic profile rises from
∑
w∈W nA,w to
∑
w∈W n
′
A,w+
∑
w∈W nA,w−
1 one by one and for each word, the number of it in the topic profile rises
from nA,w to n
′
A,w + nA,w − 1 one by one. Thus we get the above equation.
From the word generation probability above, we can also calculate how
likely a word should belong to each area. Each word is contained in L areas,
where L is the number of levels in our tree model. These areas are the ones on
the path from the leaf node containing the location where the word appears
to the root node. The word should be assigned to one of them. Our previous
discussion can lead to a conclusion that we should assign the word to only
one of these L areas, because assigning it to one area means that it belongs
to the common language in that area and no descendant area should have
this word again. In this sense, for each word, we need to have a model to
figure out where it belongs.
This can be calculated as Ptm(A|w, d), how likely we are to select the
area A given a word w in the document d. The reason we consider the
document that the word is in here is that we want to capture the weights
on the candidate areas that the user puts when he is writing the document.
As each candidate area corresponds to a unique level lA in this selection, the
weight the user puts on the area A can be seen as a weight put on the level
lA. We denote the weights the user put on the L levels as θ
(d) with θ
(d)
l being
the weight put on the level l.
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Ptm(A|w, d) ∝ Ptm(A|d)Ptm(w|A, d)
= Ptm(lA|d)Ptm(w|A)
= θ
(d)
lA
βA,w
The second equation stands as the probability of generating a word given
an area is independent from the document that word is in.
We calculate θ
(d)
l based on the number of words in d that is generated from
the level lA. In other words, this probability represents how popular the level
l is in the document d. Let n
(d)
l,w denote the numbers of appearances of word
w in the document d from the level l. Again, we use the additive smoothing
technique to define θ
(d)
l = Ptm(l|d) as
θ
(d)
l = Ptm(l|d) =
α +
∑
w′∈W n
(d)
l,w′
Lα +
∑L
l′=1
∑
w′∈W n
(d)
l′,w′
The denominator is the same for every choice and thus ignored in later
calculations.
Thus we have
Ptm(A|w, d) ∝ Ptm(lA|d)βA,w
∝ (α +
∑
w′∈W
n
(d)
lA,w′)βA,w
=
(α +
∑
w′∈W n
(d)
lA,w′)(nA,w + η)∑
w′∈W nA,w′ + |W |η
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3.4 Geographic Profile
The geographic world can be seen as a two dimensional surface. Each location
point is a two dimensional vector, where the first entry is longitude and the
second entry is latitude. Each document is associated with a location point.
Each area can be modeled using a two dimensional Gaussian distribution,
showing the geographic center of the area as well as member documents’
deviation from its center. Specifically, the information stored in the geo-
graphic profile oA is the mean vector µA and the covariance matrix ΣA of the
distribution for the area A. With this information, we can use a Gaussian
distribution to softly model each area’s geographic shape.
A Gaussian model is a good fit to profile the geographic information of
an area. An area usually has a center region. The probability of an activity
related to this area is high in the center region. As the location moves
away from the center region, farther and farther, the probability of a related
activity decreases dramatically. A Gaussian distribution generates a similar
probability distribution shape and thus is selected.
When the number of documents we have in an area is small, we are not
confident about the geographic profile of an area. For example, when we
have only one document in the area, no document in the area deviate from
the center, leading to a covariance matrix filled with zero. That’s usually not
the truth about the area. It is so only because we have too few documents
for profiling the area. We deal with this problem by considering a default
covariance matrix Σ∗lA . As the notation indicates, we specify a default co-
variance matrix for each level and all the areas of that level share it. We
derive the adjusted covariance matrix ΣA, which we consider as the true co-
variance matrix, from the raw covariance matrix SA calculated from member
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documents by
ΣA =
NASA + κΣ
∗
lA
NA + κ
An intuitive way to think about this adjustment is to treat the parameter κ
as the number of the imaginary documents and the default covariance matrix
as the covariance matrix that the imaginary documents follow. This adjusted
matrix is then calculated by considering both the existing documents and
the imaginary documents. We can see that the covariance matrix calculated
from the member documents has a weight NA
NA+κ
and the default matrix has a
weight of κ
NA+κ
. As more and more documents are composed in the area, the
weight of the default matrix becomes smaller because we are more confident
on the raw covariance matrix.
With the adjusted covariance matrix and the mean vector, we can then
use the Gaussian distribution to get the geographic model probability Pgm
of generating a document d at a location point p(d).
Pgm(p
(d)|A) = Pgm(p(d)|oA) = Pgm(p(d)|µA,ΣA)
∝ 1
2pi|ΣA|e
− 1
2
(p(d)−µA)T (ΣA)−1(p(d)−µA)
Above, the right hand side is actually the probability density at the point
p(d). However, as we can get the probability by multiplying the density with
a small and constant sampling region size, the density is proportional to the
probability. Thus we can directly use the probability density to represent
the probability.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERATIVE PROCESS
With the tree model and the profiles associated with the areas, we can use a
generative process to model how a user generates a document.
First, the user selects a path from the root area to a leaf area. Every
document is generated from one of the leaf areas. This intuitively models
how the user selects a leaf area to write the document in. For example, when
making a travel plan, one first selects a country to travel to. He then selects
which city to visit. Among the many tourism districts in that city, he goes
to one of them. He finally chose one of the tourism objects in that district to
enjoy and write something about it. This is a common example about how
one ends up in a certain place writing a document.
When selecting the path, the user considers two criteria in selecting each
edge. He considers the pure popularity of each candidate, using the Chinese
Restaurant Process model. He also considers the geographic effect. He is
more interested in the candidates close to the center of the current area he is
in and thus uses the geographic model to weight each candidate. He considers
these two effects independently.
After selecting the path, the user chooses a location point from the leaf
area he chooses. This location point becomes the one associated with the
document he writes.
Independently from choosing the location point, the user generates the
words in the document. He first considers how much weight he wants to put
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in each level on the path. He then generates the words one by one. For each
word, he first selects an area for this word to describe and selects a word
from the words that can describe that area.
As a summary, the generative process of creating a document d can be
modeled as below.
1. Let C1 be the root area.
2. For each level l ∈ {2, . . . , L}
(a) Select the area Cl based on Cl−1, with the probability proportional
to P (Cl|Cl−1) = Pcrp(Cl|Cl−1)Pgm(µCl |Cl−1).
3. Generate the location p(d) of document d based on Pgm(p
(d)|oCL).
4. Draw a level distribution vector θ(d).
5. For each appearance in the document d of each word w
(a) Select a level l from Multi(θ(d)).
(b) Generate w based on βCl .
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Figure 4.1: The plate diagram for the generative process.
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CHAPTER 5
APPROXIMATE INFERENCE
5.1 Main Process using Gibbs Sampling
We infer the tree model from a set of documents. We denote the whole data
set as D and each document as d ∈ D. For each document in the data set,
we need to figure out two hidden pieces of information for it. One is what
path in the tree is selected when generating this document, denoted as C(d).
The other is how many times each word appears in each level, represented
by n
(d)
l,w for the word w and the level l. Knowing this information, we can use
the document to update the profiles in the tree model.
Mathematically, we want to maximize
P ({C(d), n(d)}d∈D|T ) =
∏
d∈D
P (C(d), n(d)|T )
We can use Gibbs Sampling in this inference. The core idea is that we
iteratively fix one of the two pieces of information, C(d) and n(d), and infer
the other.
Fixing n(d), we can weight each path C using the posterior probability
P (C|d) ∝ P (C)P (d|C)
P (C) is the absolute probability of the path, which can be modeled using
a Markov Chain as the conditional probability of an area is only dependent
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on its parent area.
P (C) = P (C1, C2, . . . , CL)
= P (C1)
L∏
l=2
P (Cl|Cl−1)
∝
L∏
l=2
P (Cl|Cl−1)
P (C1) is the absolute probability of the root area. It appears in the prob-
ability of every path and thus can be ignored. And following our discussion
in the generative process, we have
P (Cl|Cl−1) = Pcrp(Cl|Cl−1)Pgm(µCl |Cl−1)
Having the path, the location of a document and the words are generated
independently. Thus we have
P (d|C) = P (p(d)|C)P (W,n(d)|C)
We model the generation of the location as from the leaf area, and thus
P (p(d)|C) = Pgm(p(d)|CL).
We can divide n(d) into L sets, each being the set of words in document
d that belongs to level l, represented as n
(d)
l , and generated from the corre-
sponding area Cl.
P (W,n(d)|C) = P (W,n(d)1 , n(d)2 , . . . , n(d)L |C)
=
L∏
l=1
P (W,n
(d)
l |Cl)
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The probability of generating a set of words from an area such as P (W,n
(d)
l |Cl)
can be calculated as discussed in the topic profile section.
P (W,n
(d)
l |Cl) = Plm(W,n(d)l |Cl)
=
∏
w∈W Γ(n
(d)
l,w + nCl,w + η)∏
w∈W Γ(nCl,w + η)
×
Γ(
∑
w∈W nCl,w + |W |η)
Γ(
∑
w∈W n
(d)
l,w +
∑
w∈W nCl,w + |W |η)
Integrating all these equations, we can have a weight for each path in the
tree. We then use these weights to sample a path as C(d).
With the path assignment fixed, we can then sample a level for each word
in the document. We can then use the technique we discuss in the topic
profile section to calculate the weight for each level for each word, P (l|w, d)
where w is the word and l is the level.
P (l|w, d) = Plm(Cl|w, d)
∝ (α +
∑
w′∈W n
(d)
l,w′)(nCl,w + η)∑
w′∈W nCl,w′ + |W |η
With these weights we can then sample a level for each word in the docu-
ment.
By iteratively computing these two pieces of information, we can infer an
optimal setting of the tree model that maximizes the likelihood of generating
the data set.
Above is the main iterative process. Before this process, we should initial-
ize the tree model, the path assignments and the level assignments. We start
with an empty tree model. For each document, we sample a path from the
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tree based on the areas’ popularity evaluated using the Chinese Restaurant
Process and how close the areas are to the document’s location. And we
then randomly assign the level for each word in the document. Based on the
path assignments and the word level assignments we can have an initial tree
model.
There are three extra issues we should deal with in the process.
First, when calculating the probabilities for a document as described above,
we should not consider the effect of the document under processing. That
being said, we should remove its effect that is due to its path assignment and
word level assignments in the previous iteration before calculating the path
probabilities for it in this iteration. With the same logic, when calculating
what level a word should be assigned to, the effect of the word that comes
with its level assignment in the previous iteration should be removed before
calculating the level probabilities for it in this iteration.
Second, in the path assignment calculation step, we should calculate the
path assignment for each document one by one. That is because the path
assignment of a document has the choice of creating a new path. If a docu-
ment is assigned to a new path, there are more candidate paths to consider
for later documents. This means that not all documents’ path assignments
are calculated based on the tree model from the previous iteration. Thus the
path assignments should be calculated one document by one.
Third, for each document, we need to also consider the probabilities of
the possible new paths when sampling the path for it. When considering a
new path, we consider all the new areas in the path with a default setting.
For each of them, we consider it as a new area in the Chinese Restaurant
Process. We consider the topic profile in it as empty, which means all word
counts are zero. For its geographic profile, we consider the covariance matrix
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before smoothing as filled with 0. We consider the center of the area as at the
location point of the document under processing. However, when calculating
the probability, we take into account the fact that we are not certain about
the center of the new areas, as there is no previous evidence. We thus use a
factor u to discount the geographic probabilities calculated for the new areas.
Algorithm 1: The approximate inference algorithm based on Gibbs
sampling.
Result: A tree model that maximizes the likelihood of an observed
document set D.
Initialize the tree to be empty;
for each document d ∈ D do
Start from the root level 1;
for the selected area at the level l = {1, 2, . . . , L− 1} do
Weight each child using the Chinese Restaurant Process;
Update the weights considering how close each area is to p(d);
Select a child;
end
Randomly assign each word w to a level;
Add the effect of d according to the path assignment and the word
level assignments;
end
while The tree is yet to converge do
for each document d ∈ D do
Remove the effect of d from the tree;
Calculate the weight for each path C, P (C);
Sample a path C(d);
Add the effect of d to the tree based on this path assignment;
end
for each document d ∈ D do
for each word w in d do
Remove the effect of w from θ(d);
Remove the effect of w from the old corresponding area A;
Calculate he weight for each level l, P (Cl|w, d);
Sample a level for the word;
Add the effect of w to θ(d);
Add the effect of w to the new corresponding area A′;
end
end
end
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5.2 Point of Interest Regularization
We can also take advantage of some information that already exists on the
map. For example, many points of interest are already identified on the map,
such as buildings and tourism sites. These points are ideal regularization
information for the leaf areas in our tree model.
We regard the set of points of interest acquired from the map as the only
candidates for the centers of leaf areas. The thought behind it is that leaf
areas, which are the smallest functional areas in our tree model, should be
formed each surrounding a point of interest.
Following this idea, we construct our Point of Interest Regularization tech-
nique. In our tree model, we restrict the center points of our leaf areas to be
from our set of points of interest. The generative process based on our tree
model is not changed. In the inference algorithm, we make two changes.
First, when creating a new leaf area, we no longer consider the area to
be centered at the location of the incoming document. The center is sam-
pled from our set of points of interest. In order to enhance the efficiency
of our framework, we use the R-tree structure to acquire a small number of
candidate points of interest for each document. These points are then con-
sidered as the possible centers for the new leaf areas in the path assignment
calculation of that document.
Second, when updating a leaf area, we fix the center. We no longer allow
the area to freely choose its center based on the member documents. Instead,
we force the area to be surrounding the selected point of interest. Thus when
a new document is assigned to the area, the center is not updated. We then
calculate the covariance matrix using the fixed center.
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CHAPTER 6
ENRICHED MAP SYSTEM
Using our model, we can build an enriched map system with social network
contents. First, we acquire social network contents. We then train our model
as discussed above. Finally, we present the information in the model on the
map in a proper way.
6.1 Social Network Content Collection
Many popular social networks have implemented the functionality to enable
users to geotag their posts. We are able to acquire such geotagged documents
from some of them, including Twitter, Yelp, Flickr, and Foursquare. Their
data are available either in the form of some public datasets or through some
public APIs.
Twitter, for example, provides developers with two kinds of public APIs.
They are the REST APIs and the Streaming APIs. The REST APIs give
developers access to non-exhaustive tweets from the past while the Streaming
APIs enable developers to collect exhaustive latest tweets.
6.2 Model Presentation
We build a demonstration web application to show how we can present our
model on the map. In this application, we use the Google Map as the back-
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ground map through its public API.
The application shows a set of rectangles on the map. Each rectangle
represents an area in our tree model. The rectangle is calculated based on
the geographic center vector and covariance matrix we have in our tree model.
We aim at showing the location and approximate shape for each area.
Users can double click an area, which represents a zoom-in operation,
to view its children. A right click instead, which represents a zoom-out
operation, takes the user one-level upward in the tree. In such a case, the
area’s parent as well as its parent’s siblings are shown to the user. The center
and borders of the map view automatically adjusts to present a proper region.
A left click on an area brings the profile of the area to the profile panel on
the left. As discussed before, to construct the full language profile, we should
combine its topic profile with that of all its ancestors. However, to allow
users to easily distinguish the language of an area from that of its siblings,
we keep the profiles separated. On the profile panel, we show the profile of
the current area on the top. Below that we show the profiles of its ancestors,
from its parent to the root area. In each profile, for the corresponding area,
we present the area level, the number of documents in it, the top words in
its topic profile, and its geographic center and deviations. We emphasize the
area left clicked in green, while all others are shown in red.
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Figure 6.1: Two snapshots of our demonstration application. The right one
shows the children of the selected area on the left one.
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Figure 6.2: Two snapshots of our demonstration application showing the
profiles of two sibling areas.
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
7.1 Dataset Description
In our experiment, we focus on Twitter, as it is more popular than the others
and has a higher volume of documents. We believe the information in Twitter
is richer. However, we also discover that the language in Twitter is noisier
than the others.
We utilize both of the Twitter APIs to collect the social network contents.
We collect tweets in the Chicago loop area. We use the search REST API to
collect 12k past tweets. We also run a Python script constantly listening to
the Streaming APIs for three months to collect 63k tweets.
In the dataset we collect, there are 75274 tweets that are composed in the
Chicago loop area. Each tweet contains various information. Most impor-
tantly, each tweet contains a sequence of words and a GPS value. The GPS
value contains two coordinates, the latitude and the longitude. There are
extra attributes in a tweet, such as the hashtags inside and the user who
composes it. But we do not focus on them in this project.
7.2 Experiment Setting
We conduct a number of experiments on our model with the Twitter data we
collect. For the parameter setting in our model, we set the Chinese restaurant
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process parameter γ to be 0.01, the language modeling parameters α and η
to be 10 and 0.1 respectively, and the geographic modeling parameter κ to
be 10. We discount the geographic probability of a new area by a factor of
u = 9. We create a location model with the number of levels L = 3, and
set the smoothing variances as 1 × 10−4 for the root level, 1 × 10−5 for the
level 2, and 1× 10−6 for the leaf level, respectively. We run the approximate
inference algorithm to train our model for 10 iterations.
7.3 Result Analysis
We discuss how our tree model helps us to achieve the six goals mentioned in
the Introduction section. We evaluate its performance in area identification,
profiling, area grouping, and sibling distinguishing.
7.3.1 Area Identification
Our model is able to identify proper areas on the map. For example, in
our experiment, our model identifies 25 proper areas in Chicago such as the
Millennium Park area, the North Avenue Beach area, a popular bar district,
the Willis Tower area, the Navy Pier area, the Soldier Field stadium area
and the Chicago Chinatown area.
However, our model also creates some noise areas. These areas are not
corresponding to meaningful regions in the real world. Our model creates 44
areas in our experiment while 25 of them are proper, thus giving a precision
of 0.57. The main cause of this problem is the noise in Twitter data. There
exist some tweets with no affinity to the locations where they were created.
The areas created from their locations thus become noise in our results.
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Figure 7.1: Selected proper areas in the level 2 in our experiment.
7.3.2 Profiling
Our model generates accurate profiles. Figure 7.2 shows the topic profiles of
some selected areas in the level 2. All the profiles of the 25 identified proper
areas correctly describe the corresponding areas.
Most of the words in each profile are about the common language used
in the whole corresponding area, as we desire. However, there exist some
words in the profile that are only related to some parts of the area. This
happens when a child area of the area has a very high popularity that almost
all documents in the area belong to this child. In such a case, under certain
circumstances, the area’s topic profile will contain some top words of its
popular child area.
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Area Top Words
Soldier Field field, soldier, spring, awakening, #gratefuldead,
#samf, #gd50, #dead50, #faretheewell, #chicago
Millennium Park chicago, park, #chicago, millennium, bean, cloud,
gate, downtown, hotel, city
North Avenue Beach beach, north, avenue, old, shore, grill, trail,
#beach, volleyball, terrace
Blackhawks Store chicago, new, blackhawks, city, cup, illinois, house,
will, state, stanley
Bars bar, drinking, restaurant, river, tonight, ale,
lounge, house, de, mart
Willis Tower chicago, tower, willis, club, sky, skydeck, #willis-
tower, deck, #searstower, sears
Northerly Island northerly, island, #lakeshake, windy, shake, pavil-
ion, skyline, pavillion, lake, bank
Navy Pier navy, pier, posted, lake, boat, day, #fireworks,
photo, wheel, cruises
Chinatown chinatown, #chinatown, cuisine, square, china,
dim, park, shrimp, #dimsum, kee
Metra Railroad Yard rail, #amtrak, wants, canada, trued, installed,
#recycleyourshit, heads, #dontbeadick, fixed
Chicago Harbour ill, michigan, #boatparty2015, #michganlake,
#bestcityever, #fourthofjuly, #exploretocreate,
#igrecommend, #ohfoggyday, mich
Ohio Street Beach lake, michigan, beach, ohio, playpen, play, shore,
lakeshore, pen, #lakemichigan
Figure 7.2: Topics of some selected areas in the level 2 in our experiment.
7.3.3 Area Grouping
Our model groups areas well. Take the Millennium Park area as an example.
Our model groups the main region of the park, four hotel areas, the Maggie
Daley Park, the Buckingham Fountain and several other facilities that are
very close to the park into the Millennium Park area in a broad sense. They
are close to each other. They are all similar to each other as well and they
share the theme of the Millennium Park. While the main region of the park
is about the park for sure, the four hotel areas are mainly for tourists who
are interested in conveniently access the park. The other tourism sites and
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facilities are places where people will visit or use together with the park.
Figure 7.3: Selected children areas of the Millennium Park area in our
experiment.
7.3.4 Sibling Distinguishing
We successfully achieve our goal to distinguish the siblings. For example,
the topic profiles of some selected children of the Millennium Park area are
shown in Figure 7.4. We can see that the topics are well distinguished from
each other.
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Area Top Words
Main Region institute, art, pitcher, signed, bean, millen-
nium, giant, jay, optioned, pritzker
Hotels hilton, hotel, #reachingnewheights, @hilton-
hotels, mercat, planxa, #abscicon, renais-
sance, paella, pi
Auditorium Theatre auditorium, theatre, #justice15, roosevelt,
university, justice, royal, @auditoriumchgo,
anthony, @thejusticeconf
Hotels palmer, house, coffee, cultural, electricity,
city, #chicagogrowefficiently, loop, intelli-
gentsia, drinking
Buckingham Fountain buckingham, fountain, grant, drinking,
clarence, memorial, #buckinghamfountain,
ale, brewing, taste
Maggie Daley Park maggie, daley, blues, @chicagoparks,
#maggiedaleypark, bag, festival, seafood,
lakeshore, brown
Hotels aqua, blu, radisson, @radissonblu, #digiday-
drs, radissonbluaqua, digiday, @fairmontho-
tels, @choicestream, #staff
Hotels athletic, association, hotel, shake,
cindy’s, shack, chicagoathletichotel, @the-
gagechicago, @chiathletic, #cindys
Trails tours, segway, pedestrian, #bpbridge, @my-
monq, segwaying, highly, dirigida, @andrew-
belle, player’s
Figure 7.4: Topics of some selected children of the Millennium Park area in
our experiment.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a map system that is enriched by social network
contents. For this system, We design a tree-structure model that profiles
areas in different levels. This model can be used to learn about the popularity,
language and geography information of each area. We discuss how a user
uses this tree to compose a document following a generative process. An
estimation inference algorithm based on Gibbs sampling is provided to learn
an optimal tree model from a set of observed documents. We present a way
to build such a system based on the model we have designed. We conduct
some experiment and our framework is shown effective.
In the future, there can be several directions based on our work. More
information about the area can be considered during the generative process.
In Twitter for example, hashtags and users appeared in an area may also
affect the generative process. Dividing the language profile of an area into
proper components may also be helpful. We can also study how our model
changes in time, to see how the areas’ geographic and language profiles evolve.
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